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INTRODUCTION 

London. 4030. Once a great city now a great inferno. Since the battle had begun the 

world had been lost. People had been lost. Hope had been lost. All that was left to 

happen was total and utter destruction. But when one great falls, an underdog will 

rise. And the legend of the beacon of everlasting flame [the only thing able to end the 

galactic war for good] disappears into the pages of myths. Forgotten. Undisturbed. 

But a faint flicker of light still illuminates the darkness…  

 

CHAPTER 1 

A HERO IS BORN 

 

 Han ran. He’d been running his whole life and wasn’t about to stop now. He could 

hear their mechanical footsteps droning overhead. He didn’t dare look back. One 

glance at what was chasing him was enough to chill any living thing to bone. 

Although fear filled up his insides, Han knew he couldn’t stop now. What he was 

doing now, was the only thing stopping him and his family being terminated. “Come 

back here youngling!” a robotic voice ordered but Han had no intension to listen to 

rules. Not now or any time soon.  

Then, overlooking the remains of a former London skyline, Han could faintly make 

out the silhouette of his last destination. The Estriods prisoner of death camp.  A blaze 

of light shot ferociously over the top of his head, charring some of his long hair. 

Another fireball was too close to Han for any sort of comfort. Eventually, after much 

more deadly weaponry brushed his body, Han arrived ‘safely’ at the camp with only a 

few cuts and scars. The moment Han slid under the tall, bulletproof gates, hundreds 

upon thousands of fireballs descended [and exploded] onto the apposing, transparent 

dome home to the slave’s [ also known as prisoners captured during the raging fight]  

quarters. The somewhat deadly items crashed, showing no mercy, into the iron, 

Victorian turrets, looking over the entire camp.  

Incredibly it made no damage and the fireballs just sank into the structure, making it 

glow orange for a matter of moments. Then, out of thin air, a rumble as strong as an 

earthquake sounded over the battlements. Estriods!  

 

CHAPTER 2  

A BEGINNING  

[An explanation of the war] 

 

Estriods were strange globular creatures that arrived on Earth from unknown regions 

of deep space. They communicate telepathically and have the ability to bend the 

appearance of the world around them; texture, colour all to be better suited to them. 

Estriods are set on doing one thing: enslaving or destroying all life.  

Now as for the things chasing Han. They are called the AI’s. They were manufactured 

by humans as a sort of life support system. But the people on Earth were not ready for 

that sort of scientific breakthrough. The overall demand for these things was too high 

and soon the machines began to malfunction. The turned into what they are now. 

Heartless robots locked on destroying every last trace of their creators.  



Each thing sees the other as a mere obstacle in their plan for intergalactic 

domination… 

CHAPTER 3  

AN EMPTY HEART FULL OF CRATERS  

 

“Carrowwwp!” screeched the Estriods as they prepared to obviate their mortal enemy. 

The AI’s matched it with a beam of light, more hot than the sun. Crash! Went the 

dome as it fell to the ground. “No!” cried Han devastated as he sorrowfully realized 

who was inside the dome. His family. Faster than lightning he sped towards the 

mountain of rubble. Dingy [Han’s best and only friend] scuttled on his caterpillar 

tracks towards the boy.  

Ding was a small, happy robot created to destroy. Despite his deadly programming, 

Dingy had a mind and heart of his own. He had been equipped with flamethrowers for 

hands, which he was very ashamed about and only used to toast marshmallows. He 

might be a kind and caring machine, but strangely whenever he even thinks about 

helping the imprisoned humans, he gets short circuited and goes haywire. This is the 

only reason he still ‘lives’ as it brings great amusement to the chief Estriod.  

On the robots first move, Han instantly sped up leaving the poor robot in the dust. He 

slid under an immense rubble pile that used to be a bedroom. Then, out of the corner 

of his eye, Han saw an iron ball [much like a boulder] about to turn him into the next 

Flat Stanley, from above his head. Before you could snap your fingers, Han jumped 

backwards. The boulder descended down, before smacking the ground in the face. 

This stopped Han proceeding onwards and made him realize anything on the other 

side was gone for good. A metallic hand pulled him out of the ruins as the whole 

structure collapsed.  

CHAPTER 4  



THE ESCAPE 

 

Han had seen enough. The moment dingy pulled him to safety; Han had taken off 

pulling the robot along with him. A cloud of smoke, like a grey prison blocking all 

escapes routes appeared out of nowhere.  Covering his eyes from the gas, Han and his 

mechanical companion ran as fast as the possibly could towards the gate. Multiplying 

blasts of fire were aimed at the progressing prisoners as they neared ever closer to the 

only way in or out. BAM! A scarlet coloured flash of light shot through the air, poised 

to disintegrate Han. The boy jumped out of the way like a gymnast performing in the 

Olympic Games. Dingy was not so lucky. The poor robot fell to the ground, defeated, 

as the fireballs came thick and fast. “Noooo!” cried Han as he turned around to see his 

friend sprawled on the ground in front of his very eyes. But despite the damage, 

Ding’s life sensor was still flashing. Noticing this, Han pulled the robot out of the 

AI‘s firing range. The two adventurers [only one moving] slid under the fence as Han 

had done earlier that day. Without looking back on himself, Han sped well away from 

any indication that the camp was nearby and into the mystical unknown.   

CHAPTER 5  

BETTER BE SAFE THAN SORRY  

Han had heard the legend of the beacon of everlasting flame from old fantastic tales 

passed down to him from the eldest members of the camp. Although he knew neither 

if the tale was true or false, Han understood it was his only option as far as he knew. 

Dingy had started scuttling again after Han had done his best to repair him. A century 

or two ago, Han would have made a fine mechanic. From the knowledge of whispers 



and hushed tones, Han had a relatively good understanding of the dangers that lay 

ahead. Han knew many Estriods could be watching them at this very moment: he had 

overheard the chief talking about placing spies everywhere around the Underlands 

[the thin remains of what used to be planet Earth].  What used to be lush fields full of 

beautiful wildlife had become hot, dry deserts with no beauty from any direction you 

looked at them [unless you particularly hate nature]. Clear, clean streams had quickly 

turned into deep grey ditches that displayed nothing but former parts of life: bones 

were very common in this time. Trees became nothing but decaying and mould 

encrusted roots alongside brown plant stalks that were once fabulous bluebells that lit 

up the terrain. Yet Han and Dingy had no time to linger at the land that filled you with 

disgust when you just thought about it. They had a quest to complete!  

CHAPTER 6  

THE CAVE OF TEN THOUSAND MONSTERS  

[A not so perfect holiday destination]  

 The first test for our two heroes neared ever closer. The cave of ten thousand 

monsters. All they had to do was pass a series of riddles to get across the cave. Get 

one wrong and be fed to the ten thousand monsters! On their arrival, a purple cloaked 

figure formed in front of them, out of thin air. “Behold!” whoever they were 

chorused. “The cave of ten thousand monsters! Answer my riddles correctly or meet 

your demise!” Han gulped. All of a sudden he felt a lot less confident. The figure 

began to speak. “I and one other go on a boat to America. If the boat travels at 81mph 

but can only carry two people at one time. How long will it take for fifteen people to 

travel to America?” Han did not have the faintest idea. Dingy wasn’t exactly helping. 



Clouds of thick grey smoke were billowing out of him as his processors worked 

tirelessly to understand the question. Han was making no more progress. Then it 

struck him like a flash of lightning. He had an answer that was all clever, cunning and 

[most importantly] correct. It was a guess that the figure could not say yes or no too!  

CHAPTER 7  

RIGHT OR WRONG, LIFE OR DEATH   

Han prepared to give his crucial answer. The hooded figure smirked thinking, 

credulously, that a pity child would never be able to understand their riddle. Yet 

whoever they were thought blindly. Han bravely opened his mouth to speak. “It will 

only take one trip!” he bellowed feeling slightly heroic.  

“Wrong!” cackled the figure with a taste of pure disgust in their voice.  

“Ah, but what if you took apart the boat and used the materials to float on. Surely 

there would be enough for just fifteen people!” Han pictured a look of triumph as he 

knew he had beaten the questioner. The cloaked figure turned pale. Nobody had ever 

come close to answering their riddle before and yet a child had hit it bang on the 

head. ”Congratulations.”, the unmasked being replied, spitting out the word like a fly 

was trapped in their tooth, “you have passed your test. Now here is your sword.” Han 

barely had enough time to ask [confused], “But what for?”  

“To fight them! Now, bad luck!” the figure cackled as they shoved Han and Dingy 

inside the vast cave. With a flick of the hooded figure’s eyelid, millions of rocks 

rolled down the top of the cave before obliterating the entrance in a mountain of 

rubble, as Han and Dingy’s only recognized way out was blocked. The millisecond 



the final boulder fell onto the top of the pile, thousands of red eyes turned to glare at 

our two heroes.  

CHAPTER 8 

FRIEND OR FOE  

Han held tightly onto his one weapon, like a snake suffocating its prey far too tightly. 

He could hear a small flutter of wings coming from the deepest area of the cave. The 

red eyes seemed to follow him as he and Dingy were absorbed into the darkness of the 

cave. Then from the depths of the surrounding area, a furry beast jumped out, trying 

to claw onto the unsuspecting Han and Dingy. One of its many teeth buried itself into 

Han’s arm causing him to cry out in pain. “Arrgh!” Han screamed as the tooth refused 

to come out. Then Han began to feel light headed. All of his five senses seemed to 

relax themselves as the boy felt no feeling whatsoever. Han hobbled around for a 

moment before painfully [though Han couldn’t feel any] crashing to the floor. As the 

animal prepared to kill their prey for good, a large scaly hand pulled Dingy and the 

unaware Han to safety. The scaly thing then destroyed the furry thing with one fatal 

blow from Han’s sword.  Dingy scuttled after the creature dragging Han along into 

the safety of light.   

CHAPTER 9  

THE VENOM OF THE ZAWASPOLLIS 

 Han eventually woke up after a coma of sleep. Bending over him was a strange lizard 

like creature with a newt’s face.  Even though the monster looked strange, the feeling 

from looking at them was anything but monstrous. They felt kind and loving. Next to 



them was Dingy looking as happy and cheerful as always. “Master Han.” the robot 

chorused, “You are alive!”  

“I don’t feel it though.” Han replied while tentatively rubbing the spot on his arm that 

displayed bite marks.  

“Zawaspollis venom.” The reptile like thing replied. Strangely they had turned their 

back on the two life forms they had rescued, the moment Dingy had started to speak, 

“you’ve been out cold for weeks. The venom basically switches of all your nerve 

system before the Zawaspollis eats you. Luckily for you, I was collecting mountain 

mushrooms at the time you were attacked.”  

“I owe you”, Han replied honestly as he knew that he owed the creature his life. 

“Hey! You could join us on our quest for the beacon of everlasting flame. We could 

need somebody like you with knowledge of mystical creatures. If you want too that 

is.” Han added thoughtfully as the scaly creature gave him a look.  

“I’m sorry to disappoint you,” the thing replied looking Han directly in the eye, “but I 

spent my whole life and family on escaping those horrid Estriods and AI’s.” Han 

nodded understanding the “animal’s” situation. He knew how bad he had felt when 

his family were lost in the brawl at the camp.  

Han and Dingy set off for their next destination in their quest, in the morning. The 

Graveyard of double crossers.   

CHAPTER 10  

LIARS BECOME FIRES   



Despite not accompanying Han and Dingy on their journey, Herborne [as he had later 

introduced himself] insisted on giving the two adventures healing potions and food for 

their quest: bread and mushrooms were among this. Han and Dingy arrived at the 

graveyard just after sunrise.  The atmosphere around the area was unsurprisingly 

eerie. Raged looking crows [that had missing grey feathers and ears with huge chunks 

missing] perched on top of each and every gravestone. Huge ditches, which were 

filled to the brim with ivy, covered the surroundings for miles around.   

Han and Dingy paced over to the centre of the yard, walking forward into a narrow 

path with undergrowth growing all around it. Eventually- after many thorns found 

their way into Han’s exposed body- the two adventures found themselves in the centre 

of the yard. This was the spot Herborne had said they would found the beacon. Then 

an almighty rumble came over the graveyard, causing some of the coffins to emerge 

out of their burial spots. Han desperately searched his rucksack for any clue Herborne 

had left him on what might have caused the shake. Then out of the corner of his eye, 

Han saw a note written in incredibly neat handwriting attached to a glass bottle. The 

boy [devastated] read the note aloud.  

Dear Han,  

I’M SORRY IT HAD TO END THIS WAY. It was either my life or yours. I 

hope they make death quick. As for your quest. The beacon is 

actually located many miles away from you right now. Despite 

my betrayal of you, I WILL LEAD YOU TO THE KEY TO THE BEACON. The 

flame has been inside you this whole time, driving you on even on 

your darkest hour. Rest well, Herborne.  



CHAPTER 11 

GRAB AN EMOTION FOR YOUR SHOWDOWN  

Han couldn’t believe his eyes. Two obscure thoughts whirled around in his head like a 

tornado about to destroy a city. What he had been tirelessly looking for had been there 

in the first place. His other dreading thought battle to the front of his mind. A 

supposed saviour had led Han to his demise. Snapping him out of his trance came an 

almighty scream coming from a rising shape. Estriods.  But this time the chief had 

joined the execution party. His daunting purple eyes fixed onto Han glaring at him 

maliciously. Time stood still. The silent staring competition was ended when a 

blazing ball of fire rocketed through the air. Han didn’t have enough time to react. 

Before he had time to issue a move, the fireball crashed into the ground millimetres 

away from Han causing a crater shaped hole to form in front of the boy’s feet. More 

and more flashes of light obliterated many of the surrounding gravestones as Han 

desperately tried to avoid them.  

Dingy was running around in circles, flamethrowers over his head, incredibly not 

being hit. Han was only just achieving the same. Until one fateful blast of scarlet fire 

flew over Dingy towards the boy…  

CHAPTER 12  

JUSTICE CALLED 

[So please don’t hang up again]  

“Noo!” Dingy cried as he feared the worst for his human companion. As the 

adrenaline rushed out of Han’s body, as if it was racing the clock, the deadly weapon 



thumped into the boy. Strangely, instead of disintegrating Han, the boy absorbed the 

fire. The young human was levitated into the air for a matter of seconds as his pupils 

reshaped into a resemblance of a flame. “Leave my world alone!” Han bellowed, 

anger raising above all his emotions. Using a never before discovered power, Han 

pushed Dingy to safety by making vibrations that shook the tectonic plates the robot 

was standing on. “Master Han!” Dingy pleaded, “Don’t do this!” Han smiled at the 

robot before triumphantly shouting,” Justice called!”  

Beams of extremely hot light started to descend out of Han’s body flying through the 

air towards the Estriods. While they did, Han’s arms started to disintegrate struggling 

to handle the immense heat. A vast shine of clear flame took control of the 

surrounding landscape. Like what was happening to Han, the area engrossed in the 

light started to fade, dramatically, as well. Terrified screams of Estriods sounded 

around the graveyard of double crossers as they too slowly evaporated into the 

darkness of the night.   

The few remaining humans [only partly including Han] recognised the Estriods and 

AI’s cries of anguish as the war started to end through extinction. Then the whole 

world’s noise stopped almost waiting for someone to say something. Then cheers and 

whoops of joy luxuriously wafted into the ears of life.  

EPILOUGE  

The two heroes of the planet were honoured as legends among Earth with thousands 

telling the tale to everyone they met. London was rebuilt to its former greatness as 

good life on Earth was un-paused. Han’s body had not survived the apocalypse of fire 



but unrealistically, his brain had. It was put into Dingy’s body, as the two friends 

became one. Life had resumed as well as it ever had.  

At least for the times being!  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


